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Is this book for you?
Do you…
• develop iOS mobile applications with Adobe AIR?
• have experience with ActionScript and Adobe AIR, but not so much with Objective-C and Xcode?
• want to create native extensions for iOS for your own use or for sale?
• need examples you can copy, paste and see running …
• … and at the same time understand what the code does, instead of blindly copy-pasting and spending
hours tweaking?
• want to save days digging through online manuals and forums?
• prefer following diagrams and screenshots, rather than long wordy explanations?
If you answered YES to at least four of these questions, then this book is for you.

What you need
• Mac OS X with Xode 4.5 or newer and iOS SDK 6.0 or 7.0;
• Flash Builder 4.6 with Adobe AIR SDK 3.4 or newer;
For instructions on how to overlay the AIR SDK on the Flex SDK see Adobe’s article Overlay AIR SDK
on Flex SDK | Flash Builder.
• a stop watch.

I am only partly joking about the stop watch, by the way. The tutorials in this book are structured in a way
that lets you whizz through them by following screenshots and not reading a word of text. Let us know how long
it takes you to get an ANE and a test app up and running - drop us an e-mail at office@diadraw.com.

Software editions used in the tutorials
The examples in this book have been tested with:
• Flash Builder 4.6 and 4.7
• AIR SDK 3.4 to 3.8
• Xcode 4.5 and 4.6, running on Mac OS X Lion and Mac OS X Mountain Lion
• iOS SDK 6.0, 6.1 and 7.0
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Why iOS only?
We believe in understanding the big picture, but when it comes to practicalities, we find it most effective to
eat the elephant one bit at a time. If this is your first time writing a native extension for Adobe AIR, it can be
overwhelming to to try and understand what’s going on on several platforms at once.
With that said, there might be an Android edition of this book coming soon. Register your interest by giving
us a shout at office@diadraw.com
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What is a native extension in practice?
Let us start peeling the onion from the outside.
You can think of an Adobe AIR native extension as a library, packaged in an ANE file, that an AIR
application can use. If you are making a mobile app for iOS with Adobe AIR, you will likely have to package the
app in an IPA file - iOS App Store Package. This IPA will contain both the compiled app itself, as well as the
native extensions that the app uses:

     
    














The native extension package - ANE
The native extension itself is comprised of two layers:
• native code, which implements platform-specific functionality - iOS-specific in this case;
• ActionScript code, a wrapper around the native code, which knows how to communicate with the native
side and provides an ActionScript interface - an API - to be called by the application that uses the extension.

  

 

   
   








Both the native and the ActionScript layer are implemented as libraries: an iOS .A library and an
ActionScript .SWF library.

Tip: An ANE file is an archive file (like a ZIP) with an .ane extension.
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IPAs are from Mars, ANEs are from Venus
If part of the extension speaks the app’s mother tongue, ActionScript, and another part speaks foreign (I
mean native), how do app and extension communicate? Let us examine the diagram from the top down:

     
    

  

 






   
 
   








• An application communicates with the native extension through the extension’s ActionScript layer. The app
never has to speak native.
• The extension’s ActionScript layer (the AIR library) is a wrapper around the native code. It doesn’t have to
directly speak native either. The Adobe AIR Runtime helps with that by providing an ActionScript API in the
form of a class: flash.external.ExtensionContext.
• The AIR Runtime also provides a C API which the native code must implement. The Runtime will make calls
into the native code through this API.
• Finally, your native library is the layer which is in touch with the mobile platform through the platform’s SDK
- iOS SDK in this case.

Note: This diagram shows the debug version of an AIR mobile app for iOS. The release version is compiled to
ARM assembly code and does not require a copy of the AIR Runtime to be installed with it.
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Like the sample?
Get the Easy Native Extensions eBook.

Need more convincing?
No problem, read on.
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Create your extension in under an
hour
At the end of the chapter you will have:







Is that stop-watch handy?
Time to start it in 3, 2, 1...
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Step 1: Adobe AIR Library, 15 minutes
At the end of this step you will have:

• A Flash Builder project in your AirLibrary folder with the following structure:

    

  
  

  

  

Tip: For the purpose of this tutorial it would be easiest if you follow the structure shown in the examples
when you set up your projects. But by no way do you have to do that to achieve a working extension. If you
are following this tutorial while making your own extension, feel free to use the structure that works best for
you and make changes where necessary.
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11.2. Set up an AIR Library project in Flash Builder
• Start Flash Builder and from the main menu select File > New > Flex Library Project:

• Name your project AirLibrary and save it in NativeExtensionTutorial/Native Extension/AirLibrary:
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Want more examples?
• For more useful native extensions check out the ones we have published for
free. These come with code and build scripts and you can see various ways of
passing data (including images) between ActionScript and native code.
• For things to watch out for when using native views in a native extension and
how to deal with orientation issues, see our blog post Making AIR native
extensions: orientation on iOS 6.
• For easy recipes on how to debug the ActionScript and the native code of
your iOS native extensions, get our iOS Native Extension Debugging Guide.
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Liked this sample?
Get the Easy Native Extensions eBook.

Have questions?
Ask us, we will be happy to answer: support@diadraw.com

Thanks
to Max Stanworth from www.designshard.com
for the burnt paper background!
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